Neural Architecture Search (NAS) has been widely studied for designing discriminative deep learning models such as image classification, object detection, and semantic segmentation. As a large number of prior work have been obtained through the manual design of architectures in the fields, NAS is usually considered as a supplement approach. In this paper, we have significantly expanded the application areas of NAS by performing an empirical study of NAS to search generative models, or specifically, auto-encoder based universal style transfer, which lacks systematic exploration, if any, from the architecture design aspect. In our work, we first designed a search space where common operators for image style transfer such as VGG-based encoders, whitening and coloring transforms (WCT), convolution kernels, instance normalization operators, and skip connections were searched in a combinatorial approach. With a simple yet effective parallel evolutionary NAS algorithm with multiple objectives, we derived the first-of-its-kind end-to-end deep networks for universal photorealistic style transfer. Comparing to Random Search, a NAS method that is gaining popularity recently, we demonstrated that carefully designed search strategy leads to much better architecture design. Finally compared to existing universal style transfer networks for photorealistic rendering such as PhotoWCT that stacks multiple well-trained auto-encoders and WCT transforms in a non-end-to-end manner, the architectures designed by StyleNAS produce better style-transferred images with details preserving, using a tiny number of operators/parameters, and enjoying two orders of magnitude inference time speed-up. (18) and a post-processing procedure for style transfer (shown in (a)). In our work we use a pre-trained as the encoder and use NAS to optimize the decoder architecture. We identified three end-to-end architectures, namely StyleNAS-5opt, StyleNAS-7opt, and StyleNAS-9opt, using 5, 7, and 9 operators in the decoder. The identified StyleNAS architectures are shown in (b), (c), and (d) respectively. 
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WCT Decoder d1-d5 (19) adopts an Auto Encoder (AE) architecture. PhotoWCT uses as the encoder and uses the reverse of VGG as the structurally symmetric decoder. PhotoWCT then stack multiple instances of AE with the WCT transform modules (18) and a post-processing procedure for style transfer (shown in (a)). In our work we use a pre-trained VGG-19 (34) as the encoder and use NAS to optimize the decoder architecture. We identified three end-to-end architectures, namely StyleNAS-5opt, StyleNAS-7opt, and StyleNAS-9opt, using 5, 7, and 9 operators in the decoder. The identified StyleNAS architectures are shown in (b), (c), and (d) respectively. 
Introduction
Neural network architecture design lay at the center of deep neural network development (17) . AlexNet (16) , VGG (34), ResNet (9), DenseNet (13) are classical examples that facilitated the fast adaptation of deep neural networks in solving industry-scale real-world problems.
For a wide spectrum of discriminative learning tasks, such as image classification, object detection, and etc., Neural Architecture Search (NAS) (38; 39; 24; 22) is a very successful technique to design customized neural network architectures for a given dataset. As a large amount of prior work has been obtained through the manual design of architectures in the fields, NAS is usually considered as a supplement approach where architectures designed by NAS resemble high-level similarity to existing ones but with improved metrics such as top-1 accuracy. In this paper, we have significantly expanded the application areas of NAS by performing an empirical study of NAS to search generative models, or specifically, auto-encoder based universal style transfer for photorealistic rendering (25; 19; 28) , which lacks systematic exploration, if any, from the architectural design aspect.
Universal style transfer is an image editing task that uses the visual styles of reference images to render arbitrary input content images. The state-of-the-art neural network for photorealistic stylization is PhotoWCT (19) , which adopts an non-end-to-end architecture as shown in Figure 1 (a). In terms of architecture, PhotoWCT stacks multiple locally trained auto-encoders (AEs) in a row while keeping style transfer modules (e.g., whitening and coloring transforms, WCT (18)) inserted intermediately.
PhotoWCT produces style-transferred images but with missing details (please see also in the example shown in Figure 2 (a) and (b)). Computing cost with PhotoWCT is extremely high due to the stack of duplicated AEs in a non-end-to-end learning fashion and a slow post-processing step.
The success of PhotoWCT (19) demonstrated the effectiveness of some basic operators, such as VGG-based encoders, WCT modules, and convolution kernels for style transfer tasks. The high computational cost and the lost of details in generated images motivated our current work of using NAS to build-up novel and better architectures through reconnecting basic operators.
Our Work. In this work, we performed an empirical study of NAS to search for end-to-end deep neural networks for photorealistic universal style transfer with improved quality and computational efficiency. We first constructed a search space with 31 operators. There is hence a total of 2 31 ≈ 2.1 × 10 9 possible architectures, using common operators of neural networks from existing work on universal style transfer. We then designed three key objective functions for NAS, including (i) the reconstruction errors of style-transferred images compared to a pre-trained oracle such as PhotoWCT or handcrafted style transfer networks, (ii) the perceptual loss of the produced images and oracle, and (iii) the percentage of operators used in the architecture. With a simple yet effective parallel evolutionary NAS algorithm (15) that optimizes the three objectives, we derived a group of highly efficient and effective end-to-end architectures from the search space. We made the following technical contributions:
• We designed the StyleNAS algorithm and have found the first-of-this-kind end-to-end architectures for universal style transfer. Compared to PhotoWCT (18) that employs a non-end-to-end neural network architecture with time-consuming components, StyleNAS provides better style-transferred images with detail preserving and end-to-end training. To our surprise StyleNAS identified a much simpler decode with as small as 5 operators and practically had a 80× ∼ 300× inference time speed-up. With a latency of about 0.05s (on 256 × 128 images) we are close to offer real-time photorealistic style-transfer images rendering on mobile settings.
• With simple evolutionary search strategies, in our experimental study we observed that StyleNAS can converge in both search objectives and architectures. We believe this is the first reported case of architecture convergence for NAS search with evolutionary computing.
We have compared StyleNAS with the Random Search strategy that is gaining popularity recently (36) and found that StyleNAS delivers much better results. StyleNAS reduces the number of operators needed to form effective architectures that provide better image quality for photorealistic style transfer tasks.
In addition to the above contributions, our work successfully expended the application domain of NAS from automated design for discriminative deep models, to architecture search for generative models which has few investigations. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first work to study NAS for universal style transfer networks.
Related Work
We first review the most relevant work to our study and discuss the contribution made by our work. 
Deep Neural Networks for Style Transfer
Although significant efforts have been made to image style transfer in the area of computer vision, there is a very limited study on universal style transfer, especially for architecture design. Below we briefly overview recent research progresses for style transfer. Prior to the adoption of deep neural networks, several classical models based on stroke rendering (10), image analogy (11; 33; 32; 6; 20) , or image filtering (35) have been proposed to make a trade-off between quality, generalization, and efficiency for style transfer.
Gatys et al. (7; 8) first proposed to model the style transfer as an optimization problem minimizing deep features and their Gram matrices of neural networks, while these networks were designed to work well with artistic styles only. In addition to artistic stylization, neural network approaches (25; 19) have been proposed to enable style transfer for photorealistic styles. These methods either introduce smoothness-based loss term (25) or utilize post-processing to smooth the transferred images (19) , which inevitably decreases the sharpness of images and increases the time-consumption significantly.
Discussion
The works that is most relevant to our study includes style transfer networks (18; 14; 19) and the neural architecture search (NAS) algorithms (38; 26; 15) . Our work also falls in the category of leveraging NAS algorithms to search architectures for style transfer from an inspired search space, but differs in the following ways:
We carefully design the first search space for universal style transfer networks with accelerated search strategies. While existing approaches have to pass multiple rounds of pre-trained auto-encoders with intermediate transform modules, the new search space de facto forms networks using one pass of auto-encoder, where style transfer modules can be placed at any position of the decoder. Furthermore, though the search strategies of NAS were originally derived from (15), we provided a map-reduce friendly update mechanism to accelerate the parallel search.
We contributed to both NAS and universal style transfer. We extent the applications domain of NAS from discriminative learning to generative models, while simplifying the architectures used for photorealistic style transfer with better performance than the networks designed by human experts (19) . Empirical studies have been done to evaluate NAS and validate the searched architectures.
Methodology
Given the MS_COCO (21) as the training dataset and a validation dataset with 40 content and style image pairs, we first train a handcrafted style transfer network as the Supervisory Oracle for the subsequent architecture search. Our proposed StyleNAS algorithm consists of the following three key components.
Search Space. We design a search space (shown in Figure 3 ) to parametrize the auto-encoder based universal style transfer networks for photorealistic rendering. Inspired by (18; 19) , a fixed VGG-19 (34) pre-trained on Image-Net (5) is used as the encoder, while multiple convolution layers coupled with up-sampling operators have been stacked as the decoder. In addition to convolution layers followed by ReLU activation functions, WCT modules (18; 19), skip connections, instance normalization modules, and concatenate functions are all used to connect these convolution layers and/or build the style transfer architectures. As was shown in Figure 3 , 31 options of operators have been remained to form a functional architecture, while one can open/close a bit to determine use/ban an operator. We encode any architecture in this space using a string of 31-bits. For example, the searched StyleNAS-7opt architecture is encoded as "01010000000100000000000000001111" in this setting. In this way, StyleNAS can search new architectures in a combinatorial manner from totally 2 31 ≈ 2.1 × 10 9 possible architectures. We hereby denote the search space as Θ which refers to the full set of all architectures.
Search Objectives. To obtain highly efficient and effective architectures from the search space, we design three new search objectives: (i) the loss of knowledge distillation from a pre-trained supervisory oracle, (ii) the perceptual loss of the produced images and oracle, and (iii) the percentage of operators used in the architecture. The knowledge distillation loss reflects image reconstruction errors in a supervisory manner. We write the overall search objective as
where θ ∈ Θ refers to an architecture drawn from the space; L(θ) stands for the overall loss of the architecture θ; E(θ) refers to the reconstruction error between the style-transferred images produced by the network with the architecture θ and those produced by the supervisory oracle; P(θ) estimates the Perceptual Loss using a trained network with the architecture θ and the oracle; Φ i (·) denotes the output of the i th stage of the Image-Net (5) pre-trained VGG-19 (34); V denotes the validation set with 40 image pairs; O(θ) estimates the percentage of operators used in θ of 31-bins; α, β and γ are a pair of hyper-parameters to make trade-off between these three factors.
Search Strategies. Our search strategies are derived from (15) , where parallel evolutionary strategies with a map-reduce alike update mechanism have been used to iteratively improve the searched architectures from random initialization. From the search space Θ, the proposed NAS algorithm first randomly draws P architectures {θ st round of iteration, where P refers to the number of populations desired. On top of the parallel computing environment, the algorithm maps every drawn architecture to one specific GPU card/worker, then trains the style transfer networks for image reconstruction (with WCT modules temporarily turned off), and evaluates the performance of trained networks (using the objectives in Eq 3). With the search objective estimated, every worker updates a shared population set using the evaluated architecture in an asynchronous manner, and generates a new architecture through mutating the best one in a subset of architectures drawn from the population set. With the newly generated architecture, the worker starts a new iteration of training and evaluating for the update and discards the oldest model from the population set. During the whole process, the algorithm keeps maintaining a history set of architectures that have been explored with their objectives estimated, all in an asynchronous manner. After T rounds of iterations on every worker, the algorithm returns the architecture with the minimal objectives from the overall history set by the end of the algorithm.
Note that, rather than proposing specific NAS algorithms for style transfer tasks through the combination of existing approaches, this work aims at investigating the feasibility of using NAS to design new architectures for style transfer tasks and validating the performance of searched architectures, so as to pursue new understandings and insights to NAS for generative models and universal style transfer networks for photorealistic rendering.
Experiments and Results
In this section, we introduce the experiment settings of StyleNAS and show the result comparison of StyleNAS networks with state-of-the-art photorealistic style transfer methods, i.e., PhotoWCT (19) and Random Search in terms of visual effects and computation time. Our results show that StyleNAS can produce style-transferred images with better image quality than PhotoWCT (19) , while the searched architectures only consume 0.15%∼1% computation time (run with StyleNAS-5opt) of PhotoWCT (19) 3 . We demonstrate that StyleNAS networks are better than Random Search in photorealistic style transfer cases. 
Experiment Setups
To use StyleNAS algorithms, we define a handcrafted network with an architecture drawn from the search space of our StyleNAS as the Supervisory Oracles. In the experiments that we reported, the hyper-parameters of StyleNAS are set as α = 0.8, β = 0.1, and γ = 0.1 to search highly efficient and effective architectures. Through the linear combination of three objective functions introduced in Eq. 3, the StyleNAS algorithm found a group of time-efficient network architectures without stylization effects compromised. The three decreasing lines shown in Figure 5 (c) demonstrate that the proposed StyleNAS algorithm can lower the percentage of operators used in θ while ensuring the image qualities i.e., E(θ) and P(θ) without any compromises. We select three searched networks namely StyleNAS-5opt, StyleNAS-7opt, and StyleNAS-9opt with 5, 7, and 9 operators respectively. The architectures of these networks are shown in Figure 1(b-d) .
As a reference, we provide two baseline algorithms to compare with StyleNAS:
PhotoWCT-AE1. A sub-architecture of PhotoWCT using the first AE of PhotoWCT (19) with the WCT modules placed at the bottleneck: i.e., the layers from e1-e5 to d1-d5 in Figure 1(a) . The architecture is with a similar scale of parameters as StyleNAS networks.
StyleNAS-RS.
A randomly searched network over the same search space of StyleNAS. We randomly draw and evaluates 200 architectures, where StyleNAS-RS is the best architecture with the lowest overall search objective. 
Experimental Results Comparison
We present the experiment results by comparing the quality of produced images for photorealistic style transfer and the computation time.
Visual Comparisons
In this study, all style transfer networks are evaluated on a dataset consisting of 40 content images and 40 style images, where each content image is transferred into the corresponding style. Figure 4 demonstrates the contrast examples of style transferred images produced by our three searched architectures (i.e., StyleNAS-5opt, StyleNAS-7opt, and StyleNAS-9opt searched by StyleNAS with the handcrafted network as supervisory oracle). We also compare the result with PhotoWCT (19), PhotoWCT-AE1, and StyleNAS-RS. From our visual comparison, we observe that PhotoWCT (19) generates images with quite a lot of details lost (shown in (c)). For example, the grassland in the top image, the text on the advertising boards in the middle image, and the sky in the bottom image are blurred. Results of StyleNAS-RS (shown in (h)) have compromised stylization effects and the generated images are comparably of poor-quality. The StyleNAS-Xops networks (shown in (e-g)) create images with abundant details without compromise of style transfer effects. PhotoWCT-AE1 has a similar time-consumption as the searched models. However, the PhotoWCT-AE1 fails to generate photorealistic images, which demonstrates the effectiveness of the StyleNAS in finding effective networks.
Quantitative Comparison
We compute the following evaluation metrics based on totally all generated images.
FID-Style (12) . We compute the Fréchet Inception Distance (FID) (12) score between the reference style images and transferred images by all evaluated methods. As Table 1 (row 1) shows, StyleNASopt7/opt9 outperforms all the compared methods with a higher FID score (i.e., better stylization). Note that FID was originally used to validate the image quality for domain adaption and image translation, which is pretty suitable to measure photorealistic stylization effects.
FID-Oracle. We further compute the FID score between the supervisory oracle and the transferred images of searched architectures to demonstrate the effectiveness of StyleNAS against Random Search strategy. Table 1 (row 2) shows that the FID-Oracle score of StyleNAS-Xopt is 2× to 3× lower than StyleNAS-RS, which indicates that StyleNAS models have distinctly better performance than randomly explored networks.
Total Variation (31) . We compare the total variation scores of the results by all evaluated methods. As demonstrated in Table 1 (row 3) , images generated by StyleNAS-Xopt are of higher total variation scores (i.e., more sharpness and details) than PhotoWCT (19), PhotoWCT-AE1, and StyleNAS-RS.
Computational Time Comparison
We conduct a computing time comparison against the state-of-the-art methods to demonstrate the efficiency of the StyleNAS network architectures. All approaches are tested on the same computing platform which includes an NVIDIA 1080Ti GPU card with 12GB RAM. The time consumption of PhotoWCT (19) is evaluated by running officially released code with default settings. We compare the computing time on content and style images with different resolutions.As Table 2 shows, the StyleNAS-5opt/7opt architectures are almost 300× faster (on 768×384 images) than PhotoWCT (19) method and achieves near-real-time efficiency. Though having nine operators, StyleNAS-9opt model is still 80× faster than PhotoWCT (19) and even PhotoWCT-AE1.
Discussion
Search Effectiveness Analysis of StyleNAS
Our experimental results show that StyleNAS is much more effective than Random Search. In our experiments, the StyleNAS algorithm explores 20 architectures per round. We let StyleNAS search architectures for 7 rounds. A total of 140 architectures were obtained. Among them, 137 architectures were evaluated and the rest 3 architectures failed in training. We also used the Random Search strategy to randomly draw 200 architectures from the search space. We picked up the best architectures from both search methods with the lowest overall objective. The best one from random search, i.e., StyleNAS-RS has the objective function value of 0.0709 while the best one from StyleNAS, i.e., StyleNAS-7opt has the objective function value of 0.0472 (in our study for the objective function value the smaller the better).
We also performed quantitative analysis to compare architectures obtained by StyleNAS and Random Search. In terms of time consumption, StyleNAS-RS spent a significantly longer time than StyleNAS7opt for the style transfer tasks of all image resolutions evaluated. While the fastest network searched (StyleNAS-5opt) only consumes 16%∼40% time of StyleNAS-RS. Though StyleNAS-9opt spent longer time than StyleNAS-RS in our experiments. However, the image quality obtained by StyleNAS9opt as well as StyleNAS-7opt is much better than StyleNAS-RS, which is demonstrated by Table 1 . All in all, StyleNAS-RS cannot outperform StyleNAS-7opt in both quality and complexity wises. Please refer to Tables 1 and 2 for detailed comparisons.
NAS Convergence Analysis
StyleNAS can converge in terms of both overall search objective and the architectures. Figure 5(b) showed that the overall search objective of StyleNAS decreased over the number of architectures explored. We further broke down the overall objective to its three parts, where Figure 5 (c) demonstrated that while the two objectives of image qualities (i.e., reconstruction error and perceptual loss) were ensured at lower levels, the third objective -the numbers of operators decrease in a general sense. The trends of searched networks of StyleNAS demonstrated the size of explored architectures became smaller and smaller while the stylization effects did not compromise.
We found the architectures searched by StyleNAS would be also converged. We took the binary code of StyleNAS-7opt architecture as a reference, and estimated the hamming distance of every explored architecture in the history set to the StyleNAS-7opt using binary codes. Figure 5(d) provided the yet first evidence of the convergence in the search space, with simple evolutionary NAS strategies.
Conclusions
We have performed an empirical study of Neural Architecture Search to a very important problem of image analysis: that of universal photorealistic style transfer. In our study, we carefully designed the search space and utilized a multi-objective neural architecture search to obtain the first-of-itskind end-to-end neural networks with improved computational efficiency for style transfer. Our study also identified new characteristics of NAS such as architecture convergence and enhanced search efficiency comparing to random search. In our future work, we plan to extend the work to other generative models such as generative adversarial networks and other low-level vision tasks.
